BIRD'S-EYE   VIEW
When I looked again the sun, groping through the haze, had picked
up a faint white filament that was the sands of the Dutch coast, and
I was glad.
Rotterdam. Ships in the trim and busy harbour. A fine green
field. Bright and cheery citizens, come out to watch the air-liners
come and go. A cup of coffee. The roar of engines again.
The wing of the machine slid slowly across the frontier and I was
looking at Germany once more. Germany, that is always with us,
the men of my generation, and seemingly will stay with us from the
cradle to the grave. In my childhood all the talk had been of
warlike Germany and her plans to destroy England. I had spent
my younger manhood fighting against Germany for four years and
had had a German bullet in my leg. In my later manhood I had
spent seven years in Germany, and after that I had spent three
years in the other Germany, Austria, and seen German armies
come roaring in again. Now I was going to Czechoslovakia and
soon, I knew, I should see the German armies there. After that, I
also knew, I should see them in other places. As long as I lived
they would give the world no rest, unless the world chose to capitu-
late before them. I wondered whether, given the choice, I would
choose another time to live in. I answered, No — I can't say why.
Slowly and smoothly an invisible hand drew a flat and lifeless
map beneath me, a harmless, amusing thing of browns and*greens
and yellows, with towns and roads and railways hatched upon it,
and after two and a half hours it was gone. Gould this, I asked
myself, be the country before which all the world quailed, this
coloured inanimate sheet with its toylike towns and no sign of life
save tiny puffs of smoke from stations and factories? This big field
across which you could fly in an hour or two? Could this page out
sf an atlas be the thing that continually formed and reformed all
nay life, that repeatedly changed all my plans, that from my nine-
teenth to my forty-third year had always intervened when I
thought to map out the route of my future, and seemed likely for
the rest of my days to intrude between myself and the places where
I wanted to live, the things I wanted to do?
From the height at which we flew — at which we had -to fly, for
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